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Thermodynamic equilibrium between gaseous hydrogen and crystalline lithium hydride is investigated 
experimentally for a low concentration of the isotope D or of the isotope H and at temperatures between 
230 and 670° C. A 30-40% deviation of the isotope separation coefficient from the classical value of 
unity can be attributed to quantum effects in the gaseous and condensed phases. An approximate method 
for calculating the crystal contribution to the isotope separation effect is considered. The experimental 
values of 0' are in satisfactory agreement with the values obtained theoretically in £141 and by the ap
proximate method in the present investigation. 

THE physical properties of real crystals, i.e., crystals 
containing defects, are now under intensive study. In 
particular, quite detailed theoretical studies have been 
made of the influence of small concentrations of isotopic 
substitutional defects on the dynamics of the crystal 
lattice, on the absorption of light, on the electric con
ductivity, on the specific heat, etc. However, the influ
ence of isotopic substitutional defects on the properties 
of crystals has not yet been sufficiently well investiga
ted. This is due, primarily, to the fact that as a rule, 
the isotopes differ little in mass, and consequently it is 
difficult to measure their influence on the properties of 
the crystal. 

From the experimental point of view, definite inter
est attaches to the study of the thermodynamic equili
brium between a crystal with isotopic defects and the 
gas phase. The quantity measured in this case, namely 
the isotope separation coefficient, is characteristic only 
of a lattice containing impurity atoms, unlike the other 
properties of the crystal (for example the specific heat, 
thermal conductivity, or electric conductivity), which 
are possessed both by crystals with defects and by crys
tals without defects. 

A theory of thermodynamic equilibrium of a system 
consisting of a gas and a crystal with defects was re
cently constructed, with allowance for the singularities 
of the dynamics of the defective lattice£11 , and a connec
tion was established between the isotope separation 
coefficients and the change of the distribution function 
of the crystal frequencies caused by defects whose 
masses differ arbitrarily from those of the host atoms. 
In this connection, an interesting object of study should 
be a crystal containing hydrogen isotopes, for in this 
case the relative difference in the masses of the iso
topes is maximal. There are published data on the tem
perature dependence of the separation coefficient of the 
isotopes H and D in the "gaseous hydrogen-uranium 
hydride" system I2 J • However, uranium hydride is a very 
difficult crystal to calculate, and this complicates the 
comparison of the experimental results with the theory. 
In IJJ, the coefficient for the separation of the isotopes 
Hand D was obtained for the "gaseous hydrogen-lithium 
hydride" system at a temperature 200°C. This investi-
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gation, together with studies of the dissociation products 
of hydrides and deuterides of sodium, potassium I 4l , 

rubidium, and cesium£51 , points to the possibility of ex
perimentally investigating the thermodynamic equili
brium for "alkali metal hydrides-gaseous hydrogen" 
systems in a wide temperature interval. 

We have undertaken such a study of the thermody
namic equilibrium of gaseous hydrogen with crystalline 
lithium hydride for both limiting cases-low concentra
tion of the isotope D, and low concentration of the isotope 
H in the system. A part of the present paper was repor
ted at the conference on localized oscillations in 
solids raJ. 

1. MEASUREMENT OF THE EQUilJBRIUM DISTRIBU
TION OF THE ISOTOPES H AND D BETWEEN THE 
CRYSTALLINE LITHIUM HYDRIDE AND THE 
GASEOUS HYDROGEN 

The distribution of the isotopes in the two phases in 
the state of thermodynamic equilibrium is customarily 
characterized by a separation coefficient defined by the 
relation 

(1) 

where c1 and c2 are the relative atomic concentrations 
of one of the isotopes in phases 1 and 2 in the state of 
equilibrium of the system. 

The experimental setup for the measurement of the 
coefficient of separation of H and D between the gaseous 
hydrogen and the crystalline lithium hydride is shown 
in Fig. 1. 

The isotopic equilibrium of the phases was estab
lished in a reaction cell consisting of a test tube 1 and 
a glass bulb 9. The lithium hydride 3 was placed in a 
crucible 2 made of Armco iron. The hydrogen occupied 
the entire volume of the reaction cell, up to the valve 10. 
The volume of the reaction cell was about 1800 cm3 • 

Since only the lower part of the reaction cell was heated 
by the oven 4, the crucible was covered with a glass 
cover fixed with an opening in the bottom, in order to 
make the phase-balancing process isothermal. The tern-
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To vacuum system and hydrogen flasks To vacuum system 

FIG. I. Overall view of the setup. 

perature of the hot zone of the cell was determined by a 
thermocouple 8, placed in cavity 5 in the thick bottom 
of the crucible 2. 

The isotopic composition of the hydrogen in the gase
ous and condensed phases was determined by a tempera
ture-float method from the density of the water [7 ' 81 • The 
hydrogen gas was converted into water in the tube 12 by 
means of copper oxide 13 heated to 600° C. To obtain 
the correct results, all the hydrogen was converted into 
water, and measures were adopted to exclude the effects 
of the "memory" of the tube with the copper oxide. The 
water vapor produced by the reaction between the hydro
gen and the copper oxide was frozen out in a liquid
nitrogen-cooled test tube 14. For purification, the ob
tained water was redistilled from test tube 14 into test 
tubes 15 and 16 in succession. The water density was 
determined directly in test tube 16 with the aid of a 
quartz float calibrated against standard water. The den
sity of the standard water was determined by a pycno
metric method r81 • 

The reaction between the lithium hydride and lead r91 

was used to extract the hydrogen from the lithium hy
dride, so as to determine the isotopic composition of the 
solid phase. As shown by test experiments aimed at 
studying the action exerted on the lithium hydride by a 
stoichiometric amount of lead (relative to lithium), the 
entire hydrogen was extracted in gaseous form from the 
lithium hydride at a temperature of 500° C and above. 
Granulated lead for the decomposition operation was 
placed in a bent test tube 7. The lithium hydride was de
composed by the lead at 600° C. The relative error in the 

determination of the deuterium concentration in the 
gaseous hydrogen and in the lithium hydride by the 
temperature-float method was approximately 0.3% at a 
deuterium content 1-2 at.% in the investigated sample, 
and approximately 0.02% at a deuterium content 
97-98 at.% in the sample. 

The experiments were performed in the following se
quence. In a chamber filled with dry COz, approximately 
1. 5 g of Li 7 H or Li 7 D was placed in the reaction cell in 
crucible 2, in the form of powder with grains not larger 
than 0.26 mm, and about 30 g of lead was placed in test 
tube 7. After loading, the reaction cell was connected to 
the remaining part of the setup through the ground-glass 
joint 11, and was evacuated to 10-2 mm Hg. The gaseous 
hydrogen was then admitted into the reaction cell. The 
initial hydrogen was obtained by electrolysis, and con
tained 3-4 at.% of deuterium in experiments with a 
small total concentration of deuterium in the system, 
and 96-97% in experiments with a large total deuterium 
concentration in the system. The hydrogen pressure in 
the reaction cell usually was produced in a range 
630-650 mm Hg, producing practically as much hydro
gen gas as that contained in the lithium hydride. After 
the admission of the gas, the cell was heated to the tem
perature of the experiment. The duration of isotopic 
balancing of the phases was different for each tempera
ture, and was determined in special experiments. After 
the phases were balanced, an isotopic analysis of the 
composition of the gaseous hydrogen and of the lithium 
hydride was made. The gaseous phase was sampled for 
the analysis at the experimental temperature. The con
ditions and the results of fhe experiments are listed in 
Tables I and II. 

2. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

The experimental values of the separation coefficient 
of the isotopes Hand Din the systems "Li7 H: D-mix
ture of Hz, HD, and Dz gases" and "Li7 D: H-mixture 
of D2 , HD, Hz gases" listed in Tables I and II, show that 
a greatly exceeds unity in the entire temperature inter
val (by 30-40%). As is well known, in the classical 
limit of high temperatures, the isotope separation coeffi
cient is equal to unity. Its deviation from this limiting 
case is due to quantum effects in one or both phases. 

Table I. Conditions and results of measurements of 0' in the 
system "Li7H:D crystal-mixture of Hz, HD, Dz gases" 

I I D f f I Deuterium / Deuterium / 
<mt • , ura IOn ° .concentration c 11concentration c2 
r T · C IGrain dimension, mml phase contact, ' in the gas in the lithium , 

I hr j phase, at.% hydride, at.% j 

Experim 
numbe 

I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
fl 
7 
8 
9 

10 
1l 
12 
13 
14 
15 
lfl 
17 
18 

230 
310 
314 
303 
296 
390 
398 
404 
500 
500 
501 
617 
615 
598 
600 
602 
665 
670 

<0.05 
<0.13 

tL\3-0.25 
<0.13 

0.05-0.13 
0.13-0.26 
0.13-0.26 
0.13-0.26 
0 13-0.26 
0. 05--0.13 
11.13-0,26 

<0.13 
<0.\3 

0.13-0.26 
0. 13-0.26 
() .13-0 26 
0.13-11.2() 
0.\3-0.26 

7000 1.949 1.137 
1037 2.233 I .fl72 
1445 1.815 1. 358 
800 t.680 1.248 

2100 2,016 1.501 
185 1. 717 1.298 
340 1.687 1 ~811 
570 1. 774 1.346 
170 1 .616 1.242 
70 2.004 1,560 

110 1. 752 1.354 
91 2.098 1.652 

!15 2.098 1.540 
84 1.813 

I 

1 415 
24 !. 779 1.392 
45 1.683 1.327 
4fl I .872 1.48~ 
48 1.890 1 .486 

1 
1 
1 
1 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
I 
I 

:]1):1 
.:143 
.3'!3 
.35~ 
.?.50 
.3?8 
.:l23 
.324 
.~no 

.2Dn 
.299 
.2i0 
.2B5 
. ~SG 
28~ 

.273 

.2fl8 

.'!.i1 
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Table II. Conditions and results of measurements of a in the 
system "Li7D:H crystal-mixture of D2, HD, H2 gases" 

I I I D li. f I Deuterium I Deuterium I . uraono . . 
Expenment T "C Grain dimension rnm phase contact lcon~ntratlon Ct c~~>ncent~at~on c2 

number · • hr ' m the gas lm the lith1um I 
phase, at.% hydride, at.% 

I 320 0.05-0.13 810 
2 316 <tL05 900 
:l 412 0.05-0.13 20~ 
4 515 0.13-0.26 135 
5 518 0.05-0.13 I 120 
li 630 0.·13-(l.2fi 

The fact that in our case a differs greatly from unity 
indicates that the temperature region in which the ex
perimental measurements were made is a quantum reg
ion. The quantum effects can be due to the gas phase, 
since the frequency of oscillations of the molecules H2, 
HD, and D2 are equal, in energy units, to 8.6 x 10-13 , 7.5 
x 10-13 , and 6.1 x 10-13 erg, respectively, i.e., they ex
ceed by almost one order of magnitude the value of kT 
for the investigated temperature interval (for tempera
tures 500-1000° K the values of kT correspond to 
(0.7-1.4) x 10-13 erg). The contribution of the gas phase 
to the isotope separation coefficient can be calculated 
exactly by the statistical method developed by Ureyr1oJ, 

using the known molecular constants of the molecules 
H2, HD, and D2. However, an attempt to explain the 
value of a as being due only to quantum effects from the 
gas phase does not lead to a quantitative agreement with 
experiment. 

In the investigated case, we should expect quantum 
effects also from the crystalline phase, since the melt
ing temperature, say, of LiH (T m = 961• Kr11 J) is lower 
than the Debye temperature (® LiH = 1380" Kr 12 J ). The 
classical theory with allowance for quantum correc
tions u3 J shows that the greatest difference between the 
separation coefficient and unity would occur in the case 
when the quantum effects are significant in only one of 
the phases, while the other is described classically. In 
the presence of quantum corrections from both phases, 
a may be either larger or smaller than unity, depending 
on the relative magnitude of these corrections. 

We note that in accordance with r1J , for a monoatomic 
crystal which is in equilibrium with a classical mono
atomic gas, both in the case of a heavy isotopic defect, 
such as D is in our case, and in the case of a light 
defect, a should be smaller than unity if the effects of 
the separation is due only to the quantum corrections 
from the solid state. On the other hand, in this case the 
crystal is in equilibrium with an essentially quantum 
gas. The quantum corrections from the gas phase, tend
ing to increase a, lead to a value a > 1. 

Recently, Benedek et al. r14 J constructed a theory of 
thermodynamic equilibrium for a system consisting of a 
diatomic gas and a crystal, with allowance for the singu
larities of the dynamics of a diatomic defective crystal. 
They calculated the isotope separation coefficients for 
the systems "Li7 H :D-H2, HD" and "Li 7 D :H-D2, 
HD." The presence in the gas of D2 molecules in the 
former case and of H2 molecules in the latter case was 
neglected, since the theory was constructed from small 
impurity concentrations. The authors presented numer
ical calculations for two sets of initial data, differing in 
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I 

98.6116 I 98.11411 1.414 
98.3!JU 

I 

97.712 1.431 
97.987 97 .27fi 1.363 
98.654 98.236 1.316 
98.544 98.1110 1.311 
97.857 U7 .23N 1.297 

IX 

2.0 

t.J J 
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r,•K 

FIG. 2. Comparison of the experimental and theoretically calculated 
[ 14 ) dependence of the separation coefficient on the temperature: I and 
2-data from Table I and II, 3 and 4-theoretical curves for the systems 
"Li7 H:D-H2 , HD" and "Li7 D:H-D2 , HD." 

the value of the ion charge of the Li 7H and Li 7D crystals, 
which was assumed for the two crystals to equal ~/e 
= 0.70 and b/e = 0.85 (~-ion charge, e-electron 
charge). Since in our experiments on the determination 
of a the relative concentrations of the isotopic impuri
ties Hand D do not exceed 2%, it is possible to compare 
the calculated and the experimental data. 

Figure 2 shows the numerical values of the separa
tion coefficients u 4 l (curve 3 for the system 
''Li 7 H:D-H2, HD,'' curve 4 for the system 
"Li7 D: H-D2, HD"), and also the experimental data 
Table I (curve 1) and Table II (curve 2). The theoretical 
curves 3 and 4 shown in Fig. 2 pertain to the case ~/e 
= 0.70, since at this value of the ion charge the values 
of a, calculated in the classical limit of high tempera
tures, give a smaller deviation from unity, and further
more in the same direction, than in the case ~/e = 0.85. 
As seen from Fig. 2, the agreement between the theor
etical and experimental data is perfectly satisfactory. 

3. APPROXIMATE CALCULATION OF THE CONTRIBU
TION OF THE LITHIUM HYDRIDE CRYSTALS, CON
TAINING ISOTOPIC DEFECTS, TO THE ISOTOPE 
SEPARATION EFFECT 

Knowledge of the frequency spectrum of a perfect 
crystal and of a crystal containing isotopic defects as 
shown in r1' 14J , is important for the determination of the 
contribution of the crystalline phase to the value of the 
separation coefficient. The x-ray and neutron diffraction 
experimental methods developed to date for the deter
mination of the vibrational spectra of the crystals make 
it possible to obtain quantitative information only on the 
frequency distribution functions of perfect crystals. The 
problem of theoretically determining the frequency spec
trum of perfect and imperfect crystals, even if the phys-
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ical constants needed for the calculation are known, is 
exceedingly complicated and laborious. It is therefore 
of interest to consider the problem of the contribution 
of defective crystals, particularly lithium hydride crys
tals, to the effect of isotope separation approximately, 
using few initial data. 

The spectra of the lithium hydride crystals were 
recently determined experimentally 05 ' 161 for pure LiH 
and LiD crystals, and theoreticallyr 12 ' 141 for pure LiH 
and LiD crystals and for LiH:D and LiD:H crystals, 
containing isotopic defects. A comparison of the vibra
tional spectra of the crystals reveals a number of their 
singularities. 

First, the vibrational spectra of LiH and LiD differ 
little in the acoustic region. There is even a smaller 
difference between the acoustic !branches of the spectra 
of the LiH:D and LiD:H crystals and the corresponding 
spectra of perfect LiH and LiD crystals. In the optical 
region, to the contrary, the spectra of LiH and LiD differ 
greatly. The small difference of the acoustic vibrations 
of the crystals may be connected with the collective 
character of the motion of the ions making up the cell, 
at least in the long-wave part of the acoustic branch of 
the spectrum. In the long-wave part of the optical 
branch, the positive Li+ ions and the negative W and D
ions move in opposite directions, so that their mass 
center in the cell remains fixed. As a. result of the ap
preciable relative difference between the masses of the 
ions of opposite polarity, the displacement of the light 
negative ions with frequencies of the optical branches is 
much larger than the displacement of the positive ions. 
Accordingly, when W is replaced in the lattice by D-, 
the spectra of the LiH and LiD crystals in the optical 
region change appreciably. 

Second, the frequency distribution functions of the 
LiH and LiD crystals have clearly pronounced maxima 
in the optical branch, corresponding to transverse os
cillations wt and wz. 

The foregoing singularities of the vibrational motion 
of the lithium hydride crystals make it possible to con
sider the following crystal model with which to take into 
account the role of the crystalline phase in the isotope 
separation effect. 

1. The relatively heavy ions of lithium are rigidly 
fixed at the lattice sites. 

2. Only the hydrogen ions oscillate at the optical fre
quencies. 

3. The spectrum of the optical oscillations is des
cribed with the aid of suitably normalized 15-functions at 
the frequencies corresponding to the maxima of the 
peaks of the frequency distribution functions of real 
crystals in the optical region. 

The physical picture of such a crystal model consists 
in the following: It is assumed that the crystal, say LiH, 
consists of dipole molecules Li-H, each of which is 
characterized by one vibrational frequency. The dipole
dipole interaction leads to collectivization of the vibra
tions of the molecules making up the crystals, and to the 
appearance of a difference in the frequencies of the 
transverse and longitudinal optical branchesr 171 (we 
neglect the dispersion, i.e., the dependence of the os
cillation frequency w on the wave vector). 

Thus, the vibrational spectrum of the crystal is 
represented in the form of three optical branches with-

out dispersion, two transverse ones of equal frequency 
and one longitudinal one. The frequencies of these 
branches do not depend on the wave vector. To each of 
the N values of the wave vector (N-number of unit cells 
in the crystal) there correspond two identical transverse 
oscillation frequencies wt and one longitudinal-oscilla
tion frequency wz. There are thus altogether 3N fre
quencies in the crystal. 

We represent the frequency distribution function of 
the perfect crystal in the form 

(2) 

When one of the atoms is replaced by its isotope, the 
vibrational spectrum of the crystal becomes distorted. 
The new resultant frequencies, which do not coincide 
with the previous one, can be obtained from the equation 
(seeus,t9J) 

(3) 

where 

e = (ilf1 -Mil) I M,, M1 and Mn 

are the masses of the negative ions of the main lattice 
and of the negative ions of the impurity. Substituting 
G(w2) from (2) in (3), we obtain 

(4) 

Equation (4) has two triply-degenerate roots, which we 
denote by w tL and w2L· The frequency distribution func
tions of a crystal with one impurity atom, with allow
ance for the produced frequencies, can be represented 
in the form 

G1 (w2) = (2N-3).S(w2 -Wt2) + (N-3).S(w2 -wt2) 

+31i(<·l2 -WIL2) +3.S(w 2 -w2L2). (5) 

lf the number of impurity atoms entering the crystal 
is not one but Nn, with Nn << N, then in the approxima
tion linear in the impurity concentration (i.e., when the 
impurity atoms do not interact with one another), the 
frequency distribution function of the defective crystal 
takes the form 

GNn (w') = (2N- 3Nn)l\(w2 - w,2 ) + (N- 3Nu)b(w2 - Wt2 ) 

+ 3N!IO(ul 2 - WIL 2 ) + 3Nu.S(w2 - W2L2). (6) 

Now, using the results of[l' 141 and expression (6) for 
GN 1 (w2), we can obtain the following expression for the 
isotope separation coefficient: for the system "LiH:D
mixture of H2 and HD gases" (owing to the small con
centration of Din the system, the presence of D2 mole
cules in the gas is neglected) 

( CD\ /(CD) u,= -) - (7) 
Cn gas Cn cryst 

for the system" LiD:H-mixture of D2 and HD gases" 
we have 

( co '}, / { cu ) = e ~t'.h'I' .ZD:_ 
a 2 = -z:~ gas \ ~--;-; cryst Znn ' 

where 
!l' = 3/cT lu{~_(_wt_I.~((l}2L) 1. 

S(<,,)S(wt) I' 

(8) 

(9) 
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and ZH2, ZHD• and Zn2 are the partition functions of the 

molecules H2, HD, and D2 (without symmetry numbers). 
The spectrum of the natural frequencies of the Li 7H 

crystal was measured experimentally (by the neutron 
scattering method) by Brockhause et al. [lSJ and by 
Cheroplekov et al. [lBJ According to the data of[tsJ, which 
deviate only slightly from the data of[16l, the maxima of 
the vibration spectrum of Li 7H in the optical region 
correspond to values wt = 800 em-' and wz = 1060 em-'. 
The frequencies wt and w z for the Li 7D crystal can be 
determined in the considered model from the relation 

(10) 

(where Mw and Mn- are the masses of the H- and n
ions), since in this model the heavy lithium ions are 
rigidly secured at the lattice sites, and only the hydro
gen ions vibrate. The local oscillation frequencies w tL 
and W2L of the crystals Li 7H:D and Li 7D:H were calcu
lated by means of formulas (4). The calculated frequen
cies are listed in table III. 

The ratio of the partition functions ZHn/ZH2 and 

Zn/ZHD were calculated from the formula (see[10• 13 l) 

!_: = (-ll!_1 )'1'_!_1_ (t + a1 - cr2 ) S ( ro_:L (11) 
Z" M2 12 3 S(w!) 

for the values of the hydrogen molecule constants listed 
in Table IV. 

Table III. 

Oscillation frequencies, cm-1 

Crystal 
Wj 

Li'H: [) I Htlii['"'J lltl!li1[ 1·'j I 
LFD: H 5Bn 75ll 

Molecule I JJ.JQU, g 

~.~lt7::\ 
5.0177 
fi.fl885 

Table IV. 

we, cm-1 

4396.(; 
:1812.3 
3118.5 

WtL 

598 1 1003 
f'44 93~ 

w,~,.cm-·1 f·10".g-cm2 

118.0 4,(1013 
no. 9 6.1323 
r4.1 9 1988 

In Table IV, the data IOL" the masses M of the mole
cules, the oscillation frequencies We of the molecules, 
and the anharmonicity constants of the oscillations Wcxc 
are taken from the handbook[20J, and the data for the 
molecule moments of inertia I are taken from the book 
by Herzbergc21l (in formula (11), w =we- wexe/2, and 
a = h 2 /81T2 IkT). 

The values of the separation coefficient a 1 and a 2 , 

calculated from formulas (7) and (8) using the data of 
Tables III and IV, are shown in Fig. 3 (curves 3 and 4, 
respectively). The experimental data are represented in 
Fig. 3 by curves 1 (Table I) and 2 (Table II). It is seen 
from Fig. 3 that the calculated values of the separation 
coefficients are smaller than the corresponding experi
mental values of a. However, the temperature variation 
of the curves is the same, and the discrepancies be
tween the absolute values are small (within 5%). 

z.o 
5 

!.,7 

t.DD~~~Z~DD~~~1t.MD~L-~5P.~D~~,~~DD,-~~~~WO 
T, "K 

FIG. 3. Comparison of experimental temperature dependence of the 
separation coefficient with the value calculated from formulas (7) and (8): 
I and 2-data from tables I and II, 3 and 4- calculated curves of a 1 and 
a2 at frequencies Wt and Wf of the LF H crystal spectrum obtained by 
neutron diffraction [ 15 ) ; 5 and 6- calculated curves of a 1 and a2 at the 
frequencies Wt and wz of the theoretically calculated spectra of the 
Li7 Hand Li7 D crystals [' ,14 ). 

Figure 3 shows also the values of a, and a2 (curves 
5 and 6), calculated from formulas (7) and (8) and values 
of wt = 760 cm-1 and wz = 994 em-' for the Li7H crystal 
and wt = 503 cm-1 and wz = 712 em-' for the Li7D crys
tal, corresponding to the maxima of the frequency dis
tribution functions in the optical region of the theoretic
ally calculated vibrational spectraP2 ' 13 l. The frequen
cies w1L and w2 L, calculated from (4), are 538 em-' and 
937 cm-1 for LFH:D and 581 and 872 cm-1 for Li7D:H. 
Curves 5 and 6 of Fig. 3 lie somewhat higher than the 
corresponding curves 3 and 4, obtained for the values 
of Wt and wz of the experimental spectra of Li7H and 
Li7D. This is connected with the lower frequencies of 
the theoretical vibrational spectra. Comparing now 
curves 5 and 6 of Fig. 3 with curves 3 and 4 of Fig. 2, 
we see that an approximate allowance for the contribu
tion of the crystal to the isotope separation affect results 
in a small deviation from the values of a obtained when 
exact account is taken of the contribution of the crys
tals. We can therefore conclude that the model of the 
lithium hydride crystals, in which it is assumed that at 
the relatively heavy Li ions are rigidly secured at the 
lattice sites, and the H ions vibrate with frequencies 
corresponding to the maxima of the distribution functions 
of the crystal frequencies in the optical branch, des
cribes satisfactorily the isotope separation effect due to 
the crystal. 

The use of this model is expected to yield better 
agreement with experiment in calculations of the isotope 
separation effects for systems including H and hydrides 
of alkali and alkali-earth metals heavier than Li. 

The authors thank I. P. Ipatov and A. A. Klochikhin 
for useful discussions and for the opportunity of becom
ing acquainted with [l4 J prior to publication. 
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